Summary-The algorithm described in this paper is the outcome Based on this model, we will consider a class of wellof an endeavor to answer the following question: Is it possible to find defined optimal path problems. A general procedure for procedures which would enable a computer to solve efficiently path-s t c o p
1) To find a path between two points so that it crosses the least Algorithms for finding shortest paths have been given number of existing paths.
by Dantzig, l Ford and Fulkerson, 2 Moore3 and Prim.4 2) To find a path between two points so that it avoids as much as The minimal-distance illustrationis (Section V) make possible preset obstacles such as edges.
3) To find a path between two points so that the path is optimal use of one of Moore's algorithms, which is a specializa with respect to several properties; for example, a path which is tioIn of algorithm A given in Section III. These experinot only one of those which cross the fewest number of exist-iments were tried out before the abstract model was ing paths, but, among these, is also one of the shortest. completed. Once we have at our disposal the abstract The minimal-distance solution has been programmed on an IBM model, it came as a pleasant surprise that problems 704 computer, and a number of illustrations are presented. The class such as the minimal-crossing and minimal edge-effect of problems solvable by our algorithm is given in a theorem in Section problems, which had appeared difficult to us previously, III. A byproduct of this algorithm is a somewhat remote, but unex-all yielded immediately to algorithm A. The possibility pected, relation to physical optics. This is discussed in Section VI.
I
Of J'oint mlinimization is also a direct consequence of 1. INTRODUCTION algorithmn A. A further outcome was the "diffraction" N processing information conisisting of patterns, patterns. These experiments would not have been atrather than numbers or symbols, on a digital com-tempted if we had not noticed the patterns obtained in puter, we may wish to know how a computer, with-the minimal-distance experiments.
out sight and hearing, can be made to deal compete ntly II. AN ABSTRACT MODEL AND THE PATH with situations which appear to require coordination, PROBLEM insight, and perhaps intuition. It is not our intention to consider the general problem of pattern detection and A. e-Space, an Abstract Model recognition by machines. We will consider rather the Let C be a set of elements called cells: C = {cl, C2, following simpler, and therefore perhaps more basic, For each cell ci in C, there is defined a subset of C called problem in pattern processing by machines. a 1-neighborhood N(ci) of ci: N(ci) = I cli, C2, * * * X C, -Let a pattern of some sort be presented to a machine. The following rules hold for 1 neighborhoods: We then want the machine to construct some optimal N1) Every 1-neighborhood has in it exactly n cells, path subject to various constraints imposed by the pat-where n, n > 1, is some predetermined number dependtern. The problem is to find efficient procedures, which, ing on the specific model involved. if followed by the machine, would lead to an optimal N2) If c'CN(ci), then ciCN(cj). We will call the solution.
function N with domain C and range subsets of C the Ideally, many situations would fall within this de-1-neighborhood function. scription. We might present to the machine a map of Together with the 1-neighborhood functions, there Manhattan and ask it to find the shortest-time route are n functions di, d2, -, d", on C to C defined as folbetween, say, the United Nations and Yankee Stadium, lows: If ci is any cell in C and N(ct) = { cli, c2i, *, c,i, using only public transportation. With sufficient care, then it is possible to make a problem such as this unambiguous. In most cases, however, it wvould be too great a dk(ei) =CkiJ k = 1, 2, , n.
struggle just to present the problem in a way that is completely and consistently stated. For this reason, we l'G. B. Dantzig, "Maximization of a Linear Function of Variables have decided to present an abstract model in Section II. Subjelct to Flinear Inequalities, " Cowles Commission; 1951. That is, dk(ci) is the kth coordinate cell in the 1-neigh-cell c**, find an admissible path pl2 ..r(C*, c**) which is borhood of ci. minimal with respect to (fl, f2, * fr).
Let S be a finite set of symbols: S= s1I s52 * stm}.
In the following section we will show an algorithm S is called the alphabet of space e.
which solves the path problem P for a certain set of Let F be a map on C to CXS. That is, for every vectors F. cicC, P(ci) =(c, s), siCS. In general we will write F(ci) = (ci, s(ci)). Therefore, to every cell ciCC is asso-III. A SEARCH AND TRACE PROCEDURE ciated some symbol s(ci) CS. The map F gives then the A. MIIontone Functions and M11onotone Vectors cell-symbol configuration for a particular path problem.
Let a C-space (C, S, N, F, M) be given. A function f Generally speaking, we may keep in mind the analogy on r*(ci, ci) to the set of non-negative integers I is said that each function F corresponds to some sort of a street to be monotone if for every path p(ci, ci), we have the map for a particular city or town, and that the path inequalitv problem is to finid an optimal path fromn one point to another in that city or town.
f(p(ci, ck)) < f(p(c ci)), Let B. An Algorithm Let 211 be a map called an admission map with domain ir(ci, ci) and range the two-element set 0 O, 11. Anly path Let c* and c** be the initial and final cells in a Cp(ci, ci) such that M(p(ci, ci)) = 1 is said to be an ad-space (C, S, N, F, M Append to list L1 the set ci1. L1 is constructed by re-
peating this process for every entry c in L, under the for all p(ci, ci) C w*(ci, ci) }; condition that a cell should not be listed more than once. L1 is therefore the set of all distinct cells ci such that ci and is an admissible cell in N(c) for some cell c in the list L.
(ii) f2(p'2(Ci, Ci)) < f2(p(Ci, Ci)) R2) Procedure for assigning cell masses and chain co- for all p(c v ci) C P'(c , ci). is determined as follows: For each ciCNV(ci) whose cell Therefore, p12(ct, ci) iS minimal with respect to (f', f2) mashsbeXeemnd osrc nrtpe if among all paths minimal with respect tofi, p12(c1, cl) (fi(p(c*, ci, ci)), fr(p(c*, ci, c1))).
is also minimal with respect to f2. In a similar way, we may define a path p12 .r(ci ci) which is minimal with Now apply rule R3 below to find a cioCN(ci), for which respect to (f1, f2, * ,fr). this r-tuple is a minimum. A possible cell mass for ci is
The path problem we are considering is the following: then the r-tuple (fi(p(c*, cia, Ci)), * * *, fr(P(6*, cia, c1))), P) Path problem: Given a C-space (C, S, N, F, M), and a possible chain coordinate for c1 is dkc where dk;(c1) a vector F= fi,f2, * * * , f4,} an initial cell c* and a final =cio. The cells whose possible cell imiasses are niot miinimial adinissible paths of path length n-ot greater than q.
are no longer conisidered, and the list L1 is cleared. Consider the subpath p(c*, cq) of p(c*, c**). By the R3) Selection rule: In R2, a cell ci and a selected sub-induction hypothesis, set I ci } of N(ci) were given. The rule which was invoked m(c) _ F(c*, c2).
to select one cio from the set {ci} is called a selection () . F(c*, ca).
rule.
Let us now suppose m(c**) > F(c*, c**). Since F is mono-R4) Procedure for updating list L: Let { c} be the set tone, we then have the inequalities of cells whose cell nmasses had been determined by R2. entries of L until either minimum cannot be greater than F(p(c*, c**)). This c** appears in L or the list L has been exhausted. In contradicts our earlier supposition, and the lemma folthe former case, we will proceed to the trace algorithm lows. A2. In the latter case, there is no admissible path
The basic result is embodied in the following: p(c*, c**) in the e, space.
Theorem: Let a C-space (C, S, N, r, AM) be given. A2: Trace algorithm: Begin at c**, follow the chain Let P be a path problem with respect to a vector F. coordinates until c* is reached. This determines a unique If F is monotone, then algorithm A yields a path path p(c*, c**).
p(c*, c**) satisfying P.
Proof: Let p(c*, c**) be any admissible path from C. The Procedulre Applied to the Path Problem c* to c**. Since F is monotone, we may apply Lemma 2 LetaeCspace(C,S,N, IF,M), avectorF =(fif2, ,f,) to get m(c**). F(p(c*, c**)). It follows from rule R2
and an initial cell c* be given. A cell ci which is reached that from c* after exactly t application of rules Rt to R4 is m(C**) = (fi(p(c*, C**)), * * ,fr(P(c* C**))). is the cell below ci. N(ci) is theni the set 'di(ci), d2(ci),
We assert first that f is moniotone. This is so by the d3(ci), d4(ci) } iterative nature of the definition of f; the value of f Let a funiction r7 be given, so that to each cell ciE C is never decreases as a path increases in length. Hence, we ordinates of cells 17 and 19 are respectively d4 and d2. Given a set of squares in the plane, the problem Of The cell masses and chain coordinates for these cells are fin-ding a path p(c*, c**) from c* to c** such that properly denoted in Fig. 2 . Thus, in cell 17, we have the p(c*, c**) crosses over the fewest number of existing pair (t 0) meaning that the chain coordinate is d4 paths is called the miniimal-crossing problem. We will (i.e., downward) and the cell mass is 0. formulate the minimi-al-crossing problemi as a path probApplying rules Rl to R4 again, we find that list L, lem in som-le appropriate C space and then solve it with has in it now the entries {5, 201. This is so since cells the aid of algorithm A. 16, 36, 38, 39, 6 E<xample 2: Consider again the cell configuration in ((min{f(p(c*, d2(ci) )),f(p(c*, d4(cD))) })+1 Fig. 2 . In this case, however, we stipulate that it costs f(p(c*, ci)) = if either one of the values of f is defined; 3 units to cross a -, but 1 unlit to cross a |. That is, I~~~~~~~~~~the definition F3 iS changed to read: oundefined otherwise. (0) (*-I I) Since F is still monotone, algorithmn A miay be ap-g(p(c*, c))
plied to solve this modified path problem. In this case, after applying algorithm A, we have the '(min { g(p(c*, ci)) |C C N(c')}) + R(ci) cell configuration and the solution path shown in Fig. 4. = over all Ci for which g(p(c*, ci)) has been defined; In Example 1, the function f is not only monotone, but grows a single unit at a timne. For such functions and for vectors made up of such functions, it is possible to simplify algorithm A to solve the path problem. In where R(ci) =the number of cells ci in N(ci) in each of Example 2 the functioni f nio longer grows one unit at a which the symbol is neither blank, nor -, nor time. The machinery of C5-space is needed to cope with this more general class of monotone functions.
Let us begin with the C,-space consisting of squares {(min{g(p(c*, di())), g(p(c*, d4)Ci)))*)+ R(ci) in the plane described earlier. Let an initial cell c* and a final cell c** be given. We wish now to consider the = if either value of g is defined; problem of finding a path from c'* to c* * which avoids, undfedotherwise: as much as possible, any symbol other than -, |and the blank symbol. In other words, we want a path G4) If s(ct) = then which does not tend to "cling to edges."' For this application, the vector F would again con-* sist of a single function g given as follows: From this it follows that F is again mnonotone. erty was the niumber of crossings, anid in the second, the Therefore, we have: property was edge effect. Corollary 2: Algorithmii A solves the minimal edgeOn the other hand, the C-space mnodel was intended effect problemn.
to solve joint miiimizationi problems; i.e., the vector F Example 3: Consider the cell configuratioin giveli ini may have several compoinent funictions. In order to Fig. 5 . We wish to construct a path AA from cell 41 to illustrate the possibility of joint miinimization, let us cell 58 satisfying the path problem with respect to the consider a minimal distance then edge-effect problem. vector F given by Gt to G4.
What we wish to find here is a path which is, first of all, To begin with, the list L has in it the single enitry one of the shortest, and secondly, among all shortest 41 1. The list L1, therefore, has in it enitries t 20, 40, 42 }. paths, this path is also mninimal with respect to edge
The possible cell masses for these cells are, respectively, effect. The vector F for this problem has, therefore, two 1, 0, 0. Therefore, by rule R2, m(40) =m(42) ==0. The component functions F= (h, g), where h is the distance chaiin coordinates for cells 40 and 42 are also determinied function and g is the edge-effect function.
and are respectively I and T .
The edge-effect funictioni g will be taken to be exactly List L is now updated to contain cells 41, 40, 421. the same as that defined previously in Gt to G4. The From this, we get for list L1 the cells 120, 19, 39, 21, 43 }. distance function h is given as follows:
Following rule R2, we get therefore m(39) =m (43) HI) The function h satisfies Fl, F3, F4. =m (21) ((min{ h(p(c*, c)) c1 ( N(c1) }) ± lover all Therefore, cells 120, 19, 18, 38, 22 , 44} all belong to list h(p(c*, ci)) = ci for which h(p(c*, c) has been defined; L1. Consider now cell 44. It is clear that m(44) =0. We undefined otherwise. must, however, invoke the selection rule R3 to get its chain coordinate. We may assume, in this case, that From these definitions it again follows that both h and the left neighbor is always preferred over the other 1-g are monotone functions. F= (h, g) is therefore a mononieighbors. The chain coordinate for cell 44 then be-tone vector. Therefore, we have: comes <-.
Corollary 3: Algorithm A solves the joint minimizaContinuing in this way, we arrive at the path shown tion problem with respect to first distance then edge in Fig. 5 . We see that the path so constructed avoided effect. all the X 's which may be considered as edges.
Example 4: Let us consider again the original conjoint **~~~~~~~~*~f iguration shown in Fig. 5 . We wish to find a path AA C. Mi t Mnimization which solves the path problem with respect to the vecIn the last two applications, the vector F in each tor F= (h, g) for this configuration.
case consisted of a single function. This was So because Following rule R5, we begin with cell 41 in list L. we were looking for paths which were minimal with By rule R1, cells 20, 40 and 42 therefore belong to list respect to a single property. In the first case, the prop-L1. and cell 20 has chain coordinate <-.
Let a e*-space (C, S, N*, F, Al) be given. Let P be a Continuing in this mannier, and using again the selec-path problem with respect to a vector F. If F is monotion rule R3 that the left direction is to be preferred tone, then algorithm A4* yields a path p(c*, c**) satisfyover all other directions, we arrive at the path shown in ing P. Fig. 6 . We see that in this case, since we are interested In regardi to the second question, our knowledge is in the shortest path, the path AA makes contact once very meager. It is quite possible that an essentially with an edge. We had seen before that there are paths different algorithm is needed to deal with non-monotone which make no contact with any edge.
vectors. Coming back to our basic theorem, we ought to make D. Generalizations it clear that even when a vector F is nmonotone, it may \Ve should, perhaps, take a moment at this time to be so pathological that the process of applying algoreflect on the following two questions. In Section II, we rithm A could become extremely tedious. To be specific, have set up an abstract model, our C5-space, in such a let p(cl, cn) be an admissible path consisting of the chain way that algorithm A can be used to solve path prob-of cells:
lems formiulated withini this model. The first question we will ask is whether algorithm A4 can be applied to p(c', cn) = Ic1, c2, , c}. still more general situations that is, whether our abstract model of C-space may be further generalized. In A monotone function f is said to be 1-hereditary if a similar way, we may wish to relax the monotone con-f(p(c1, ca)) depends only on f(p(cl, cn-l)) and on cells dition on vectors F. The second question is, therefore, Cn-' and cr1. A monotone function f is said to be 2-whether our basic theorem may be generalized to in-hereditary if f(p(cl, Cn)) depends only on f(p(cl, Cn-2)) dlude also perhaps a subclass of non-monlotone vec-and f(p(c', c4-')) and cells c-2, cn-and c8 In a similar tors.
manner, we may define p-hereditary functions for p_ .1. The answer to the first question can be given in the All of the exarmples of monotone vectors given in this affirmlative, and may appear a bit surprising. Specifi-section happen to be 1-hereditary. In such cases the cally, we may redefine the 1-neighborhood funlction N process of applying algorithmn A is much simplified.
such that N needs to satisfy (neither rule Ni nor rule N2 \V\e may also apply algorithml A to solve the minimal of Section II. The only condition that N mnust satisfyr is corner problem; that is, to find a path with the least a finiteness condition: number of corners. This problem presents an interesting NO. Every i-neighborhood is finite.
twist, since the corner function is monotone but 2-Let us call a space (C, S, N*, F, Al) a C5-*space if the hereditary. In the same way, one may construct p-hereditary functionis for arbitrary p. Indeed, one may minimal-distance problem, it occurred to us that the construct m-ionoton-e functions which are not finitely search algorithmn is, in a remote sense, a computer nodel Fig. 7 is shown an input into the computer. The source located at the slit.
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In the same way, Fig. 16 In the course of this work, the writer has had the that this program, without change, can be used to also benefit of stimulating conversation-s with a number of solve maze problemls. In this sense then, and with people. Among these are E. 
